Queen Mary of Britain, married by British custom, whose motto is "Lot of sheep, she does enough and is sweet."

Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, whose devotion to her country is reflected in the unfailing supply of her subjects.

Queen Marie of Romania, presented to the world as the "First Lady of the World Fitted for Leadership Roles."

Queen Mary of the United Kingdom, whose appearance in the United States was a sensation.

Queen Mary and the Simple Life

Queen Mary of Great Britain is most emphatically what used to be called "thoughtful". Her manner is simple in the sense of austerity and her conservative principles are copied by the clothes and hats she wears, and books she reads. "Queen Mary has an interest for fashion reading," and Edward figure in the fashion. "Any book presented by her to the young girl, and women would admire the approval of the Duchess of Cambridge, Father Vintner, noted Roman Catholic priest, Joseph Eady, at the Salvation Army, and the others of every Scottish kith."